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Abstract. ML systems have become an essential tool for experts of
many domains, data scientists and researchers, allowing them to find an-
swers to many complex business questions starting from raw datasets.
Nevertheless, the development of ML systems able to satisfy the stake-
holders’ needs requires an appropriate amount of knowledge about the
ML domain. Over the years, several solutions have been proposed to
automate the development of ML systems. However, an approach tak-
ing into account the new quality concerns needed by ML systems (like
fairness, interpretability, privacy, and others) is still missing.
In this paper, we propose a new engineering approach for the quality-
based development of ML systems by realizing a workflow formalized as
a Software Product Line through Extended Feature Models to generate
an ML System satisfying the required quality constraints. The proposed
approach leverages an experimental environment that applies all the set-
tings to enhance a given Quality Attribute, and selects the best one. The
experimental environment is general and can be used for future quality
methods’ evaluations. Finally, we demonstrate the usefulness of our ap-
proach in the context of multi-class classification problem and fairness
quality attribute.

Keywords: Machine Learning System · Software Quality · Feature Mod-
els · Software Product Line · Low-code development

1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) systems are increasingly becoming used instruments,
applied to all application domains and affecting our real life. The development
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of ML systems usually requires a good knowledge of the underlying ML ap-
proaches to choose the best techniques and models to solve the targeted prob-
lem. Many methods have been developed in the last years to automate some
ML systems development phases and help non-technical users [61,31,34]. How-
ever, these techniques do not consider the quality properties essential for ML
systems, such as dataset’s Privacy, model’s Interpretability, Explainability, and
Fairness [50,46,12]. Indeed, if we consider the impact that ML applications have
in our lives, it is clear how assuring that these quality properties are satisfied
is of paramount importance (look for instance at some of the 17 sustainable
development goals proposed by the United Nations [51]).

In this paper, we present MANILA (Model bAsed developmeNt of machIne
Learning systems with quAlity), a novel approach which will democratize the
quality-based development of ML systems by means of a low-code platform [62].
The goal of our approach is to provide an environment for the automatic con-
figuration of experiments that automatically selects the ML System (i.e., ML
Algorithm and quality enhancing method) better satisfying a given quality re-
quirement. The requirement is satisfied by finding the best trade-off among the
involved quality attributes. This will simplify the work of the data scientist and
will make the quality-based development of ML systems also accessible to non-
technical users (in other words, democratize).

Hence, the main contributions of this paper are the following:

– The identification of key quality attributes in ML systems by selecting the
more adopted ones in the literature;

– The specification and realization of a general workflow for the quality-based
development of ML systems. This workflow is derived from our experience
in the quality-based development of ML systems. It leverages an experimen-
tal environment that evaluates all the methods to enhance a given quality
attribute, and selects the one performing better. Such workflow can be mod-
elled as a Software Product Line (SPL);

– The specification of an Extended Feature Models (ExtFM) [38,9] that imple-
ments the SPL, where the variation points are identified by all the compo-
nents needed to generate a quality experiment. The ExtFM guides the data
scientist through a low-code workflow configuration;

– The generation, from the workflow configuration, of an actual Python im-
plementation of the experiment to find the ML System that better satisfies a
given quality constraint. The generated experimental environment is general
and can be used in the future to evaluate other methods to enhance a given
quality property.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss related works
related to quality engineering of ML systems.In section 3, we present the selected
quality attributes and discuss how they affect ML systems. Section 4 is devoted
to presenting a general workflow to choose the ML system achieving the best-
given quality attributes. This general workflow has been the motivating scenario
for MANILA. In section 5, we present MANILA by describing in detail the
implemented ExtFM and explaining each step of the quality-based development
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of ML systems. Section 6 is dedicated to a proof of concept of the developed
modelling framework by reproducing a case study. Section 7 describes some
threats to validity, and finally, section 8 presents some discussions, describes
future work, and wraps up the paper.

2 Related Work

The problem of quality assurance in machine learning systems has gained much
relevance in the last years. Many articles highlight the needing of defining and
formalizing new standard quality attributes for machine learning systems [30,65,70]
[50,12,46]. Most of the works in the literature focus either on the identification
of the most relevant quality attributes for ML systems or on the formalization
of them in the context of ML systems development.

Concerning the identification of quality attributes in ML systems, the au-
thors of [40,72] identify three main components in which quality attributes can
be found: Training Data, ML Models and ML Platforms. The quality of
Training Data is usually evaluated with properties such as privacy, bias, num-
ber of missing values, expressiveness. For ML Model, the authors mean the
trained model used by the system. The quality of this component is usually
evaluated by fairness, explainability, interpretability, security. Finally, the ML
Platform is the implementation of the system, which is affected mostly by se-
curity and performance reliability and availability. Muccini et al. identify in [50]
a set of quality properties as stakeholders’ constraints and highlight the need-
ing of considering them during the Architecture Definition phase. The quality
attributes are: data quality, ethics, privacy, fairness, ML models’ performance,
etc. Martinez-Fernàndez et al. also highlight in [46] the needing of formalizing
quality properties in ML systems and to update the software quality require-
ments defined by ISO 25000 [36]. The most relevant properties highlighted by
the authors concern: ML safety, ML ethics, and ML explainability. In our work,
we focus on quality properties that arises during the development of ML systems
such as, fairness, explainability, interpretability, and dataset’s privacy, while we
leave other quality properties (e.g., performance) that arises during other phases
(e.g., deployment) for future works.

Many solutions have been proposed to formalize and model standard quality
assurance process in ML systems. Amershi et al., have been the first authors
to identify a set of common steps that identify each ML system development
[5]. In particular, each ML system is identified by nine stages that go from data
collection and cleaning, to model training and evaluation, and finally to the de-
ployment and monitoring of the ML model. Their work has been the foundation
of many subsequent papers on quality modelling of ML systems. CRISP ML
(Cross-Industry Standard Process model for Machine Learning) is a process
model proposed by Studer et al. [66], extending the more known CRISP DL
[45] process model to ML systems. They identify a set of common phases for
the building of ML systems namely: Business and Data understanding, Data
preparation, Modeling, Evaluation, Deployment, Monitoring and Maintenance.
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For each phase, the authors identify a set of functional quality properties to
guarantee the quality of such systems. Similarly, the Quality for Artificial In-
teligence (Q4AI ) consortium proposed a set of guidelines [32] for the quality
assurance of ML systems for specific domains: generative systems, operational
data in process systems, voice user interface system, autonomous driving and
AI OCR. For each domain, the authors identify a set of properties and met-
rics to ensure quality. Concerning the modelling of quality requirements, Azimi
et al. proposed a layered model for the quality assurance of machine learning
systems in the context of Internet of Things (IoT) [7]. The model is made of
two layers: Source Data and ML Function/Model. For the Source Data, a set of
quality attributes are defined: completeness, consistency, conformity, accuracy,
integrity, timeliness. Machine learning models are instead classified into predic-
tors, estimators and adapters and a set of quality attributes are defined for each
of them: accuracy, correctness, completeness, effectiveness, optimality. Each sys-
tem is then influenced by a subset of quality characteristics based on the type
of ML model and the required data. Ishikawa proposed, instead, a framework
for the quality evaluation of an ML system [35]. The framework defines these
components for ML applications: dataset, algorithm, ML component and system,
and, for each of them, proposed an argumentation approach to assess quality.
Finally, Siebert et al. [64] proposed a formal modelling definition for quality re-
quirements in ML systems. They start from the process definition in [45] and
build a meta-model for the description of quality requirements. The meta-model
is made of the following classes: Entity (which can be defined at various levels
of abstraction, such as the whole system or a specific component of the system),
Property (also expressed at different levels of abstraction), Evaluation and Mea-
sure related to the property. Starting from this meta-model, the authors build
a tree model to evaluate the quality of the different components of the system.
From this analysis, we can conclude that there is a robust research motivation in
formalizing and defining new quality attributes for ML systems. Many attempts
have been proposed to solve these issues, and several quality properties, metrics
and definitions of ML systems can now be extracted from the literature. However
a framework that actually guides the data scientist through the development of
a ML systems satisfying quality properties is still missing.In this paper, we aim
to solve these concerns by proposing MANILA, a novel approach which will de-
mocratize the quality-based development of ML systems by means of a low-code
platform. In particular, we model a general workflow for the quality-based de-
velopment of ML systems as a SPL through the ExtFM formalism. Next, we
demonstrate how it is possible to generate an actual implementation of such
workflow from a low-code experiment configuration and how this workflow is
actually able to find the best methods to satisfy a given quality requirement.
Recalling the ML development process of [5], MANILA focuses on the model
training and model evaluation development steps by guiding the data scientist
in selecting the ML system (i.e., ML algorithm and quality-enhancing method)
better satisfying a given quality attribute.
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Concerning the adoption of Feature Models to model ML systems, a similar
approach has been used by Di Sipio et al. in [24]. In their work, the authors use
Feature Models to model ML pipelines for Recommender Systems. The variation
points are identified by all the components needed to implement a recommender
system (e.g., the ML algorithm to use or the python libraries for the implemen-
tation). However, they do not consider quality attributes in their approach.

Finally, concerning assessing quality attributes in ML systems, there is an
intense research activity primarily related to the fairness-testing domain [20].
In general, the problem of fairness assurance can be defined as a search-based
problem among different ML algorithms and fairness methods [20]. Many tools
have been proposed for the automatic fairness test, such as [18,63,69] to cite
a few. However, these tools tend to require programming skills and thus are
unfriendly to nontechnical stakeholders [20]. In our work, we aim to fill this
gap by proposing a low-code framework that, generating and executing suitable
experiments, supports (also not expert) users in the quality-based development
of ML systems, by returning the trained ML model with best quality.

3 Considered Quality Attributes

In software engineering, a quality requirement specifies criteria that can be used
to quantify or qualify the operation of a system rather than to specify its be-
haviours [19]. To analyse an ML system from a qualitative perspective, we must
determine the Quality Attributes (QA) that we can use to judge the system’s
operation, influencing the ML designers’ decisions. We refer to the literature for
ML systems to identify the QA to consider [46,50,30,40,70]. In this work, we con-
sider a sub-set of the identified QA, i.e., Effectiveness, Fairness, Interpretability,
Explainability, and Privacy.

Effectiveness. This QA is used to define how good the model must be in
predicting outcomes [13]. There are different metrics in the literature to address
the Effectiveness of an ML model. Among the most common metrics, we cite
Precision: fraction of true positives (TP) to the total positive predictions [14];
Recall : fraction of TP to the total positive items in the dataset [14]; F1 Score:
harmonic mean of Precision and Recall [67]; Accuracy : fraction of True Pos-
itives (TP) and True Negatives (TN) above the total of predictions [60]. This
attribute can be considered crucial in developing an ML system and must always
be accounted in the quality evaluation of ML systems [72,13].

Fairness.AMLmodel can be defined fair if it has no prejudice or favouritism
towards an individual or a group based on their inherent or acquired character-
istics identified by the so-called sensitive variables [47]. Sensitive variables are
variables of the dataset that can cause prejudice or favouritism towards individ-
uals having a particular value of that variable (e.g., sex is a very common sensi-
tive variable, and women can be identified as the unprivileged group [47,16,42]).
Several metrics can assess the discrimination of an ML system towards sen-
sitive groups (group fairness metrics) or single individuals (individual-fairness
metrics) [47,16].
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Interpretability. Interpretability can be defined as the ability of a system to
enable user-driven explanations of how a model reaches the produced conclusion
[15]. Interpretability is one QA that can be estimated without executing an ac-
tual ML system. Indeed, ML methods are classified as whitebox, i.e., interpretable
(e.g., Decision Trees or linear models), and black-box, i.e., not interpretable (e.g.,
Neural Networks) [49]. Interpretability is a very strong property that can hold
only for white-box approaches (such as decision trees). Instead, black-box meth-
ods (such as neural networks) require the addition of explainability-enhancing
methods to have their results interpretable [43].

Explainability. Explainability can be defined as the ability to make black-
box methods’ results (which are not interpretable) interpretable [43]. Enhancing
the Interpretability of black-box methods has become crucial to guarantee the
trustworthiness of ML systems, and several methods have been implemented for
this purpose [43]. The quality of explanations can be measured with several met-
rics that can be categorised as application-grounded metrics, which involve an
evaluation of the explanations with end-users, human-grounded metrics, which
include evaluations of explanations with non-domain-experts, and functionally-
grounded metrics, which use proxies based on a formal definition of interpretabil-
ity [73].

Privacy. Privacy can be defined as the susceptibility of data or datasets
to revealing private information [21]. Several metrics can assess the ability to
link personal data to an individual, the level of detail or correctness of sensitive
information, background information needed to determine private information,
etc [71].

4 Motivating Scenario

Today, a data scientist, required to realize an ML system satisfying a given
quality constraint, has no automatic support in the development process. Indeed,
she follows and manually executes a general experiment workflow aiming at
evaluating a set of ML systems obtained by assembling quality assessment and
improvement algorithms with the ones solving the specific ML tasks. By running
the defined experiment, she aims to find the optimal solution satisfying a given
QA constraint.

Algorithm 1 reports the pseudo-code of a generic experiment to assess a
generic QA during the development of an ML system. This code has been derived
from our previous experience in the quality-based development of ML Systems
and by asking researchers studying ML development and quality assessment how
they evaluate such properties during ML systems development.

The first step in the experiment workflow is selecting the dataset to use (in
this work, we assume that the dataset has already been preprocessed and is ready
to train the ML model). Next, the data scientist selects the ML algorithms, the
methods enhancing a QA, and the appropriate quality metrics for the evaluation.
Then, for each of the chosen ML algorithms, she applies the selected quality
methods accordingly to their type, there can be the following options:
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Algorithm 1: Quality-evaluation experiment pseudo-code

1 select dataset d;
2 select set of ML Algorithms;
3 select set of QA Methods and Metrics;
4 for m ∈ ML Algorithms do
5 for q ∈ QA Methods do
6 if q works on d then
7 apply q on d;

8 if q works on m before training then
9 apply q on m;

10 f = train m;
11 if q works on f then
12 apply q on f ;

13 compute selected metrics on f ;

14 choose report technique;
15 evaluate the results;
16 Q = best QA Method;
17 M = best ML Algorithm;
18 F = train M with full dataset applying Q;
19 return F

– if the quality method works on the training set, it has to be applied to the
dataset before training the ML algorithm;

– if the quality method works on the ML algorithm before training, then it
has to be applied to the ML algorithm before the training phase;

– if the method works on the trained ML algorithm (i.e., f in the code), then
it has to be applied after the training of the ML algorithm.

Finally, the data scientist computes the selected metrics for the specific pair of
ML and QA methods. After repeating the process for all the selected methods,
she chooses a report technique (e.g., table or chart), evaluates the obtained
results collected in the report and trains with the entire dataset the ML algorithm
performing better by applying the quality method that better achieves the QA.
If the data scientist has a threshold to achieve, then she can verify if at least
one of the ML and quality methods combinations satisfies the constraint. If so,
one of the suitable pair is selected. Otherwise, she has to relax the threshold and
repeat the process again.

The workflow described in Algorithm 1 can be generalized as a process of
common steps describing any experiment in the considered domain. Figure 1
sketches such a generalization. First, the data scientist selects all the features
of the experiment, i.e., the dataset, the ML Methods, the methods assuring a
specific QA and the related metrics. we call such a step Features Selection. Next,
she runs the quality methods using the general approach described in algorithm
1 and evaluates the results (namely, Experiment Execution). If the results are
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Fig. 1: Manual execution of the quality experiment workflow

satisfying (i.e., they satisfy the quality constraints), then the method with the
best QA is returned. Otherwise, the data scientist have to repeat the process.

The described workflow is the foundation of MANILA that aims to formalise
and democratise it by providing a SPL and ExtFM-based low-code framework
that supports her in development of quality ML systems.

5 MANILA Approach

In this section, we describe MANILA, a framework to formalise and democra-
tise the quality-based development of ML systems. This work is based on the
quality properties and the experiment workflow described in sections 3 and 4,
respectively.

Our approach aims to automate and ease the quality-based development
of ML systems. We achieve this goal by proposing a framework to automati-
cally generate a configuration of an experiment to find the ML system (i.e., ML
algorithm and quality enhancing method) better satisfying a given QA. This
framework will accelerate the quality-based development of ML systems making
it accessible also to not experts.

Recalling the experimental workflow described in section 4, the set of ML
models, quality methods and metrics can be considered variation points of each
experiment, differentiating them from one another. For this reason, we can think
of this family of experiments as a Software Product Line (SPL) specified by a
Feature Model [6]. Indeed, Feature Models allow us to define a template for
families of software products with standard features (i.e., components of the
final system) and a set of variability points that differentiate the final systems
[38,29]. Features in the model follow a tree-like parent-child relationship and
could be mandatory or optional [29]. Sibling features can belong to an Or-
relationship or an Alternative-relationship [29]. Finally, there could be Cross-tree
relationships among features not in the same branch. These relationships are
expressed using logical propositions [29]. However, traditional Feature Models
do not allow associating attributes to features, which are necessary in our case
to represent a proper experiment workflow (for instance, to specify the label of
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the dataset or the number of rounds in a cross-validation [58]). Hence, we relied
on the concept of Extended Feature Models [38,9] to represent the family of
experiments workflows.

MANILA

MANILA Extended Feature Model

Feature 
selection

Experiment 
generation

Experiment 
execution

Quality Attribute 1

Best Quality
Method

Quality report

Quality Attribute 2

Quality report

Best Quality
Method

Quality 
Trade-off

Extended Feature Model Meta-Model

Fig. 2: MANILA approach

Figure 2 details a high-level picture of MANILA, where each rounded box
represents a step in the quality-driven development process, while square boxes
represent artefacts. Dotted blocks represent steps which have not been imple-
mented yet and will be considered in future works.

The basis of MANILA is the Extended Feature Model (ExtFM), based on
the existing ExtFM Meta-Model. The ExtFM is the template of all possible
experiments a data scientist can perform and guides her through the quality-
based development of an ML system. The first step in the development process is
the features selection, in which the data scientist selects all the components of the
quality-testing experiment. Next, a Python script implementing the experiment
is automatically generated from the selected features. Finally, the experiment is
executed, and for each QA selected, it returns:

1. a quality report reporting for each quality method and ML algorithm the
related metrics;

2. the ML algorithm with the applied quality enhancing method that better
performs with the given QA, trained and ready for production.

In the future, MANILA will analyse the quality reports of each selected QA in
order to find the best trade-off among them (for instance, by means of Pareto-
front functions). The architecture of MANILA makes it easy to extend. In fact,
adding a new method or metric to MANILA just translates to adding a new
feature to the ExtFM and adding the proper code implementing it.

Near each step, we report the tools involved in its implementation. The source
code of the implemented artefacts is available on Zenodo [23], and GitHub [22].
In the following, we detail the ExtFM and each process step.
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5.1 Extended Feature Model

As already mentioned, the ExtFM is the basis of MANILA approach since it
defines the template of all possible experiments a data scientist can generate. It
has been implemented using FeatureIDE, an open-source graphical editor which
allows the definition of ExtFMs [68]. Figure 3 shows a short version of the im-

Fig. 3: Short version of the implemented Extended Feature Model

plemented ExtFM1. In particular, each experiment is defined by seven macro
features, which are then detailed by children’s features.

The first mandatory feature is the Dataset. The Dataset has a file exten-
sion (e.g., CSV, EXCEL, JSON, and others), and a Label which can be Binary
or Multi-Class. The Label feature has two attributes specifying his name and

1 The whole picture can be downloaded here https://anonymous.4open.science/r/
manila-101D/imgs/feature-model.png

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/manila-101D/imgs/feature-model.png
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/manila-101D/imgs/feature-model.png
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the positive value (used to compute fairness metrics). The Dataset could also
have one or more sensitive variables that identify sensitive groups subject to
unfairness [47]. The sensitive variables have a set of attributes to specify their
name and the privileged and unprivileged groups [47]. Finally, there is a feature
to specify if the Dataset has only positive attributes. This feature has been in-
cluded to define a cross-tree constraint with a scaler technique that requires only
positive attributes (see table 1). All these features are modelled as abstract since
they do not have a concrete implementation in the final experiment. The next
feature is a Scaler algorithm, which is not mandatory and can be included in the
experiment to scale and normalize the data before training the ML model [54].
Different scaler algorithms from the scikit-learn library [55] are listed as concrete
children of this feature. Next, there is the macro-feature representing the ML
Task to perform. This feature has not been modelled as mandatory since there
are two fairness methods (i.e. Gerry Fair and Meta Fair [39,17]) that embed a
fair classification algorithm and so, if they are selected, the ML Task can not be
specified. However, we included a cross-tree constraint requiring the selection of
ML Task if any of these two methods are selected (¬ Gerry Fair ∧ ¬ Meta Fair
⇒ ML Task). An ML Task could be Supervised or Unsupervised. A Supervised
task could be a Classification task or a Regression task and has an attribute
to specify the size of the training set. These two abstract features are then de-
tailed by a set of concrete implementations of ML methods selected from the
scikit-learn library [55]. The Unsupervised learning task could be a Clustering
or an Aggregation task. At this stage of the work, these two features have not
been detailed and will be explored in future works. Next is the macro feature
representing the system’s Quality Attributes. This feature is detailed by the four
quality attributes described in section 3. Effectiveness is not included in these
features since it is an implicit quality of the ML methods and does not require
adding other components (i.e. algorithms) in the experiment. At the time of this
paper, the Fairness quality has been detailed, while the other properties will be
deepened in future works. In particular, Fairness methods can be Pre-Processing
(i.e. strategies that try to mitigate the bias on the dataset used to train the
ML model [47,37,27]), In-Processing (i.e. methods that modify the behaviour
of the ML model to improve fairness [47,3]), and Post-Processing (i.e. methods
that re-calibrate an already trained ML model to remove bias [47,56]). These
three features are detailed by several concrete features representing fairness-
enhancing methods. In selecting such algorithms, we selected methods with a
solid implementation, i.e., algorithms integrated into libraries such as AIF360
[8] or Fairlearn [11] or algorithms with a stable source code such as DEMV
[26] or Blackbox [56]. All these quality features have been implemented with an
Or-group relationship. Forward, the macro feature represents the Metrics to use
in the experiment. Metrics are divided among Classification Metrics, Regression
Metrics and Fairness Metrics. Each metric category has a set of concrete metrics
selected from the scikit-learn library [55] and the AIF360 library [8]. Based on
the ML Task and the Quality Attributes selected, the data scientist must select
the proper metrics to assess Correctness and the other Quality Attributes. This
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constraint is formalized by cross-tree relationships among features (see table 1).
In addition, a set of Aggregation Functions must be selected if more than one
metric is selected. The aggregation function combines the value of the other
metrics to give an overall view of the method’s behaviour. Forward, there is the
optional macro feature identifying the Validation function. Validation functions
are different strategies to evaluate the Quality Attributes of an ML model [57].
Several Validation functions are available as children features, and there is an
attribute to specify the number of groups in case of cross-validation [57]. The
last macro-feature is related to the presentation of the results. Recalling the
experiment workflow described in section 4, the results are the metrics’ values
derived from the execution of the experiment. The results can be presented in
a tabular way or using proper charts. Different chart types are available as con-
crete children features. Finally, table 1 lists the cross-tree constraints defined

Table 1: Extended Feature Model cross-tree constraints
Cross-tree constraints

Single Sensitive Var ⇒ ¬ Sampling ∧ ¬ Blackbox ∧ ¬ DIR

Fairness ⇒ Sensitive Variables

MultiClass ⇒ ¬ Reweighing ∧ ¬ DIR ∧ ¬ Optimized Preprocessing ∧ ¬ LFR
∧ ¬ Adversarial Debiasing ∧ ¬ Gerry Fair ∧ ¬ Meta Fair
∧ ¬ Prejudice Remover ∧ ¬ Calibrated EO ∧ ¬ Reject Option

Regression ⇒ ¬ PostProcessing ∧ ¬ Reweighing ∧ ¬ DIR ∧ ¬ DEMV
∧ ¬ Optimized Preprocessing ∧ ¬ LFR ∧ ¬ Adversarial Debiasing
∧ ¬ Gerry Fair ∧ ¬ Meta Fair ∧ ¬ Prejudice Remover

Exponentiated Gradient ∨ Grid Search ⇒ ¬ MLP Classifier ∧¬ MLP Regressor

¬ GerryFair ∧¬ MetaFair ⇒ ML Task

Classification ⇐⇒ Classification Metrics ∧¬ Regression Metrics

Classification Metrics ⇐⇒ ¬ Regression Metrics

Regression ⇐⇒ Regression Metrics ∧¬ Classification Metrics

Fairness ⇒ Fairness Metrics

Box Cox Method ⇒ Strictly Positive Attributes

in our model. These constraints are useful to guide the data scientist through
selecting proper fairness-enhancing methods or metrics based on the Dataset’s
characteristics (i.e., label type or the number of sensitive variables) or the ML
Task.

5.2 Features selection

From the depicted ExtFM, the data scientist can define her experiment by spec-
ifying the needed features inside a configuration file. A configuration file is an
XML file describing the set of selected features and the possible attribute val-
ues. The constraints among features defined in the ExtFM will guide the data
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scientist in the selection by not allowing the selection of features that are in con-
trast with already selected ones. The editor used to implement the ExtFM [68]
provides a GUI for the specification of configuration files, making this process
accessible to non-technical users.

(a) Feature selection (b) Attribute specification

Fig. 4: Feature selection and attribute specification process

Figure 4 depicts how the features selection and attribute specification pro-
cesses are done in MANILA. In particular, figure 4a details how the features of
the Dataset are selected inside the configuration. Note how features in contrast
with already selected ones are automatically disabled by the system (e.g., the
Binary feature is disabled since the MultiClass feature is selected). This au-
tomatic cut of the ExtFM guides the data scientist in defining configurations
that always lead to valid (i.e., executable) experiments. Figure 4b details how
attributes can be specified during the definition of the configuration. In partic-
ular, the rightmost column in figure 4b displays the attribute value specified by
the data scientist (e.g., the name of the label is y, and the positive value is 2).
During the experiment generation step, a process will automatically check if all
the required attributes (e.g., label name) have been defined. Otherwise, it will
ask the data scientist to fill them.

5.3 Experiment generation

From the XML file describing an experiment configuration, it is possible to
generate a Python script implementing the defined experiment.

<feature automatic="selected" manual="undefined" name="

Dataset"/>

<feature automatic="selected" manual="undefined" name="Label"

>

<attribute name="Positive value" value="2"/>

<attribute name="Name" value="contr_use"/>

</feature >
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<feature automatic="unselected" manual="undefined" name="

Binary"/>

<feature automatic="undefined" manual="selected" name="

MultiClass"/>

Listing 1.1: Portion of configuration file

Listing 1.1 shows a portion of the configuration file derived from the fea-
ture selection process. In particular, it can be seen how the Dataset and the
Label features have been automatically selected by the system (features with
name="Dataset" and name="Label" and automatic="selected"), the Multi-
Class feature has been manually selected by the data scientist (feature with
name="MultiClass" and manual="selected"), and the Binary feature was not
selected (feature with name="Binary" and both automatic and manual un-
selected). In addition, the name and the value of two Label attributes (i.e.,
Positive value equal to 2 and Name equal to contr use) are reported.

The structure of the configuration file makes it easy to be parsed by a proper
script. In MANILA, we implemented a Python parser that reads the configura-
tion file given as input and generates a set of scripts implementing the defined
experiment. The parser can be invoked using the Python interpreter with the
following command shown in listing 1.2.

$ python generator.py -n <CONFIGURATION FILE PATH >

Listing 1.2: Python parser invocation

In particular, the parser first checks if all the required attributes (e.g., the
label’s name) are set. If some of them are not set, it asks the data scientist to
fill them in before continuing the parsing. Otherwise, it selects all the features
with automatic="selected" or manual="select" and uses them to fill a Jinja2
template [53]. The generated quality-evaluation experiment follows the same
structure of algorithm 1. It is embedded inside a Python function that takes
as input the dataset to use (listing 1.3). An example of a generated file can be
accessed on the GitHub [22] or Zenodo [23] repository.

def experiment(data):

# quality evaluation experiment

Listing 1.3: Quality-testing experiment signature

In addition to the main file, MANILA generates also a set of Python files
needed to execute the experiment and an environment.yml file containing the
specification of the conda [1] environment needed to perform the experiment.
All the files are generated inside a folder named gen.

5.4 Experiment execution

The generated experiment can be invoked directly through the Python inter-
preter using the command given in listing 1.4. Otherwise, it can be called through
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a REST API or any other interface such as a desktop application, or a Scien-
tific Workflow Management System like KNIME [44,10]. This generality of our
experimental workflow, makes it very flexible and suitable to many use-cases.

$ python main.py -d <DATASET PATH >

Listing 1.4: Experiment invocation

The experiment applies each ML algorithm with each quality method and
returns a report using the adequate selected metrics along with the method
achieving the best QA. It is worth noting how each quality method is evaluated
individually on the selected ML algorithm, and for each QA, a corresponding
report is returned by the system. Figure 5 reports an example of how the quality

Quality Evaluation Process
Fairness report

Fairness Metric 1
...

Fairness Metric j

Explainability report

Explainability Metric 1
...

Explainability Metric k

Best Fairness 
Method

Best
Explainability 

Method

Method n...Method 1

Explainability

Method 1 Method m...

Fairness

ML Method 2

ML Method 1

ML Method 3

Fig. 5: Quality evaluation process example

evaluation process is done in MANILA. In this example, the data scientist has
selected three ML algorithms and wants to assure Fairness and Explainability.
She has selected n methods to assure Fairness and m methods to assure Ex-
plainability. In addition, she has selected j metrics for Fairness and k metrics
for Explainability. Then, the testing process performs two parallel set of exper-
iments. In the first, it applies the n fairness methods to each ML algorithm
accordingly and computes the j fairness metrics. In the second, it applies the m
Explainability methods to the ML algorithms and computes the k Explainabil-
ity metrics. Finally, the process returns two reports synthesising the obtained
results for Fairness and Explainability along with the ML algorithms with the
best Fairness and Explainability, respectively. If the data scientist chooses to see
the results in tabular form (i.e., selects the Tabular feature in the ExtFM), then
the results are saved in a CSV file. Otherwise, the charts displaying the results
are saved as PNG files. The ML algorithm returned by the experiment is instead
saved as a pickle file [2]. We have chosen this format since it is a standard format
to store serialized objects in Python and can be easily imported in other scripts.

Finally, it is worth noting how the generated experiment workflow is written
in Python and can be customised to address particular stakeholders’ needs or
evaluate other quality methods.
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6 Proof of Concept

To prove the ability of MANILA in supporting the quality-based development
of ML systems, we implemented with MANILA a fair classification system to
predict the frequency of contraceptive use by women, using a famous dataset
in the Fairness literature [42]. This use case is reasonable since fairness has
acquired much importance in recent years, partly because of the sustainable
goals of the UN [51]. The first step in the quality development process is feature

(a) Selected features of the Dataset (b) Attributes of the Dataset

Fig. 6: Dataset specification

selection. The ML task to solve is a multi-class classification problem [4], hence
in the ExtFM we selected the feature MultiClass for the Label and we specified
its name and the positive value to consider for the fairness evaluation (long-
term use). We will use a CSV dataset file, so we specified this feature in the
configuration. Finally, accordingly to the literature [42], we specified that the
dataset has multiple sensitive variables to consider for fairness, and we specified
their names and privileged and unprivileged values. Figure 6 reports the selected
features of the Dataset and the attributes specified.

Next, we specified that we want to use a Standard Scaler algorithm to normal-
ize the data and we selected the following ML algorithms for classification: Logis-
tic Regression[48], Support Vector Classifier [52], and Gradient Boosting Classi-
fier [28]. Figure 7 reports the Fairness methods we want to test. Note how many
methods have been automatically disabled by the system based on the features
already selected2. Further, we specified the metrics we want to use to evaluate
Fairness and Effectiveness: Accuracy [60], Zero One Loss [25], Disparate Impact
[27], Statistical Parity [41], and Equalized Odds [33], and the Harmonic Mean as
aggregation function (we have chosen this aggregation function since it is widely
used in the literature). Finally, we specified that we want to perform a 10-fold
cross validation [59] and that we want the results in tabular form without the

2 In particular, these methods have been disabled because they do not support multi-
class classification or multiple sensitive variables
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(a) Pre-processing methods (b) In-processing methods

Fig. 7: Selected Fairness methods

generation of a chart. From the given configuration, MANILA generates all the
python files needed to run the quality-assessment experiment. In particular, the
generated experiment trains and tests all the selected ML algorithm (i.e., Lo-
gistic Regression, Support Vector Classifier, and Gradient Boosting Classifier )
applying all the selected fairness methods properly (i.e., DEMV, Exponentiated
Gradient, and Grid Search). Finally, it computes the selected metrics on the
trained ML algorithms and returns a report of the metrics along with the fully
trained ML algorithm with the best fairness. All the generated files are available
on Zenodo [23] and Github [22]. The generated experiment was executed di-

Table 2: Generated results
Fairness Method ML Model Stat Par Eq Odds ZO Loss Disp Imp Accuracy HMean

demv svm 0.004 0.216 0.273 0.708 0.546 0.705

demv gradient -0.006 0.197 0.276 0.689 0.561 0.702

demv logreg 0.003 0.193 0.225 0.676 0.511 0.7

grid gradient -0.057 0.21 0.167 0.749 0.443 0.694

eg gradient -0.09 0.183 0.309 0.658 0.546 0.685

grid logreg -0.012 0.241 0.26 0.815 0.445 0.679

eg svm -0.109 0.16 0.337 0.549 0.546 0.652

eg logreg -0.107 0.218 0.35 0.543 0.509 0.617

grid svc -0.197 0.273 0.295 0.197 0.435 0.301

rectly from the python interpreter, and the obtained results are available in table
2. In the table are reported the Fairness enhancing methods, the ML algorithms
and all the metrics computed. The table has been automatically ordered based
on the given aggregation function (i.e., the rightmost column HMean). From
the results, we can see that the Support Vector Classifier (i.e., svc in the table)
and the DEMV fairness method can achieve the best Fairness and Effectiveness
trade-off, since they have the highest HMean value (highlighted in green in table
2). Hence, the ML algorithm returned by the experiment is the Support Vec-
tor Classifier, trained with the full dataset after the application of the DEMV
algorithm.
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7 Threats to Validity

Although the QA considered in MANILA are the most relevant and the most
cited in the literature, there could be other QA highly affecting the environ-
ment/end users of the ML system that are not focused prominently by existing
papers. In addition, the proposed experimental workflow is based on the consid-
ered QA; there could be other QA not considered at the time of this paper that
should be evaluated differently.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented MANILA, a novel approach to democratize the
quality-based development of ML systems. First, we have identified the most in-
fluential quality properties in ML systems by selecting the quality attributes that
are most cited in the literature. Next, we have presented a general workflow for
the quality-based development of ML systems. Finally, we described MANILA in
detail by first explaining how the general workflow can be formalized through an
ExtFM. Next, we detailed all the steps required to develop a quality ML system
using MANILA. We started from the low-code configuration of the experiment
to perform; we described how a Python implementation could be generated from
such a configuration. Finally, we showed how the execution of the experiment
could identify the method better satisfying a given quality requirement. We have
demonstrated the ability of MANILA in guiding the data scientists through the
quality-based development of ML systems by implementing a fair multi-class
classification system to predict the use of contraceptive methods by women.

In future, we plan to improve MANILA by extending the ExtFM with addi-
tional methods enhancing other quality attributes and by implementing in the
framework the trade-off analysis that combines the different quality attribute
evaluations when required by means of Pareto-front functions. MANILA appears
to be easy to use and very general, able to embed different quality attributes
that are quantitatively measured. To demonstrate our intuition, we will con-
duct a user evaluation of MANILA, to evaluate its usability by involving experts
and not experts of the quality ML system development. Some groups we aim to
involve are: master students in computer science and applied data science (i.e.,
non-expert users), data scientists working in industries, and researchers studying
ML development and quality assessment (i.e., expert users). In addition, since
MANILA supports the configuration of an experiment by running all possible
combinations of the selected features, a limit of the proposed approach can be
its complexity and the time needed to obtain the results. Such limitation is mit-
igated by the feature selection step, which demands the user to choose which
features to include in the experiment. As future work, to enlarge the MANILA
usage, we will better study such aspects and provide guidelines to the users on
how to mitigate such potential limitations.
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